1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

Advancements in medical technology have long inspired global health pioneers, who envision ways that new technologies might bridge deficits in skilled labor, infrastructure, and access to resources in developing nations. In the current era, there have been rapid advancements in medically applied Artificial Intelligence (AI), a versatile, complex, and powerful set of tools capable of performing specific tasks which normally require human intelligence. The applications of AI technologies in medicine have grown considerably and are now developed in nearly every medical specialty.[@ref1]-[@ref5]

However, due to the complexity of medical AI systems, and their reliance on access to unique resources, these applications are applied almost exclusively within the developed world. Despite limitations, there is growing interest in leveraging AI to address healthcare issues facing the developing world. Proof of concept AI-based Global Health Initiatives (GHI) exists. I gap in knowledge, however, remains regarding how to develop an effective and sustainable approach to AI-based GHI. In this paper, we provide context to the current state of AI-based GHI, exploring pertinent lessons from past technology-centered global health initiatives. We propose a conceptual model to guide the development of sustainable AI models applied in a global health context and provide clear directions for future research endeavors in order to expand upon this framework.

2. AI and Global Health {#sec1-2}
=======================

A modest number of AI-based global health initiatives have arisen within the last 10 years.[@ref6] Several implementation models have been developed for resource-poor settings.[@ref7]-[@ref21] AI model concepts are applicable in: (1) creating intelligent Electronic Health Records (EHR), (2) performing bio-surveillance, (3) diagnosing disease, (4) assisting in clinical decision making, and (5) optimizing planning and scheduling processes.

Design requirements for the creation of large database technologies in low-resource settings have previously been established.[@ref22] Adapted for AI initiatives, we pose design requirements to include: (1) a model---access to clean, large, and inclusive datasets for model generation; (2) personnel---skilled programmers and data scientists; (3) processes---an accurate, continued stream of information flow, and availability of knowledgeable physician/subject matter experts to assess end goal achievement; and (4) infrastructure---a dependable network on which models will run, including access to reliable power and network connectivity.[@ref22] Achievement of these requirements is the first step toward the realization of a fully formed AI-based GHI. However, to ensure sustainable model deployment, attention must be paid toward durable access to essential resources and sustained capacity for model maintenance. AI is still at baseline a technology that comes with a "principled set of considerations" that will be important for its utilization, standardization, and sustainable deployment in a given GHI.

3. Lessons from Global Health {#sec1-3}
=============================

The literature on technology based GHI provides a number of conceptual frameworks to guide effective and sustainable programs.[@ref22] A prominent approach is to break a program down into 'vertical' and 'horizontal' components. To elaborate, a predominately vertical program is one that relies heavily on outsourced labor, resources, and expertise (from developed nations) with minimal integration into local infrastructure.[@ref23],[@ref24] In contrast, predominately horizontal programs are those which seek to integrate a particular health care technology into local infrastructures and labor forces. To ensure that technology-driven improvements toward health outcomes are sustainable in resource-poor nations, each initiative should aim to start as, or transition into, an appropriately balanced horizontally initiative. The optimal balance between vertical and horizontal components has been termed a 'synergistic' approach.

4. A Synergistic Approach to AI based global health initiatives {#sec1-4}
===============================================================

We propose a conceptual framework to guide sustainable AI-driven GHI. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} provides a breakdown of four key components for the sustainable development of an AI-driven GHI: (1) Intervention, (2) AI Application, (3) Resource Sustainability Considerations, and (4) Synergistic Program Design. Intervention considerations include the type of healthcare problem one is seeking to solve. After establishing a type of intervention, the appropriateness of individual AI model types may be considered and targeted to optimize model fit. In [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, we chose well-regarded papers per intervention category (intelligent electronic records,[@ref10] biosurveillance,[@ref8],[@ref9],[@ref11]--[@ref14],[@ref15],[@ref16],[@ref25] diagnostics,[@ref26]--[@ref30] clinical decision assistance,[@ref7],[@ref19],[@ref20],[@ref31]--[@ref35] and automated planning and scheduling,[@ref36]) and investigated each paper to determine which AI application was chosen to meet the intervention's goal. After an AI model is selected, sustainability considerations must be made. For example, certain models may require more oversight or routine maintenance. Successful synergistic programs are ultimately founded upon a resource-conscious strategy which enables the transition from a predominately vertical program to one with optimal horizontal components.

![A process for development of an artificial intelligence driven global health initiative.](IJMA-9-121-g001){#F1}

Our second diagram ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) serves as a guide for developing a pre-implementation strategy for synergistic AI-driven GHI. Initial determination of which AI application is appropriate for a particular GHI helps to ensure that resource needs specific to that application are accounted for pre-deployment. We break down such resource considerations into the four general categories: (1) Model, (2) Personnel, (3) Infrastructure, and (4) Process.

![A potential strategy for implementation of a synergistic artificial intelligence driven global health initiative.](IJMA-9-121-g002){#F2}

We recognize that there is not a universal approach to AI implementation in resource poor regions. Our primary aim for this conceptual framework is to facilitate future research on sustainable AI-driven GHI. For example, one might start with a particular healthcare problem (within a resource-poor setting) amenable to an AI-driven solution, select the appropriate AI application, consider that application's specific resource requirements, and then develop a sustainable strategy for implementation.

5. Synergistic Strategy for Sustainability {#sec1-5}
==========================================

AI-based GHI must maintain focus on the end goal of establishing a self-sustaining model in their location of deployment. Therefore, prior to deployment, an ultimate exit strategy for the program must be well developed. At the time of deployment, it is expected that a large portion of the AI system, specifically the model, processes, personnel and infrastructure, may be provided primarily through international support. However, shortly after the program establishes itself in the region of interest, action should begin quickly to strengthen the local correlates of these key resources.

As the use of a particular AI application becomes fully operational, serious consideration should be given towards transitioning most, if not all, personnel and processes over to on-site assets in the region of interest. Appropriate preparations for personnel exchange should be planned at the time of initial deployment, as the transition will require training of local healthcare providers. Infrastructure limitations and technical model features will likely prevent expedient transition toward an optimal utilization of local resources. In some regions, transition to full reliance on a particular local resource could remain a challenge indefinitely. Even in such cases, a locally supported AI system should remain the goal. Achievement of steady-state for a program can be claimed when local infrastructure resources are able to supply the personnel needed to maintain the model and necessary processes with minimal reliance on outside support - the endpoint necessary to enact durable change.

6. Discussion {#sec1-6}
=============

Overall, the available studies on AI-driven GHI are still extremely limited. Current literature is largely conceptual in nature, with a majority of studies outlining potential use cases for AI within particular resource-poor settings. However, as the application of medical AI reaches scale in these developed countries, it is critical for research on the sustainable implementation of this technology in resource-poor settings to grow in parallel.

Our proposed synergistic model for AI-driven GHI used the four components distilled from numerous GHI---model, personnel, infrastructure, and processes---as inputs in a vertical-to-horizontal transition framework. The ultimate aim of this model is to enable any AI-driven GHI to seamlessly transition from a non-sustainable, international-dependent intervention into a sustainable, locally-driven intervention capable of affecting permanent change over a large period of time.

We recognize the limitations inherent in the current form of this model. Further research and iterative refinements are necessary for this model to reach operational utility. A significant amount of data is still needed in order to conduct a proper analysis of the optimal time-to-transition from a vertical heavy program to a supportive horizontal program for each AI-driven GHI. We assert that these limitations may be addressed through the work of future studies who use our conceptual framework to further refine our model and define optimal transition points.

Future research in this area should begin by cataloging current GHI capable of being augmented by AI. To better understand the vertical to horizontal transition, we recommend a comprehensive analysis of the long-term resource and infrastructure demands for each AI application being considered for use in a GHI. Finally, we propose research to develop healthcare focused AI education programs to train local healthcare providers who would be involved in an AI-driven GHI.

6. Conclusion and Global Health Implications {#sec1-7}
============================================

Our model for the implementation of sustainable AI-driven GHI aims to provide a clear path toward improved health outcomes in resource poor settings through the support of these developing countries as a whole. The potential for AI to transform the practice of medicine is now abundantly clear. Yet, amongst this excitement, we must not lose sight of our ultimate goal of empowering these developing nations to fully support themselves. In this new frontier of medicine, we stand to learn as much from the countries we help as they might from us.

###### Key Messages

Strategies for sustainable implementation artificial intelligence driven global health initiatives should be developed prior to its wide scale utilization.Future research on artificial intelligence driven global health initiatives should seek to characterize long-term resource and infrastructure needs.
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